Each sheet is unique because of the organic involvement during the creation process, expect the patina to evolve over time.

- Sheet size is 48" x 96" or 48" x 120"
- Approximate weight is 2.5 lbs/SF
- Sheets are 16 gauge (.059"/1.5 mm thick)
- When cutting, it is recommended that a sharp shear or bandsaw be used.
- Forming to a 90° angle is not recommended as the finish may craze at the bend.
- Care should be taken during handling and installation to prevent oils from hands or other sources from coming in contact with the finish. Gloves are recommended.

**Installation Options**

- **Standard Gage E (Extrusion)** – Gage will powder coat extrusion in a coordinating low sheen black
- **Stand-Offs** – By contractor
- **Direct Glue** – Use appropriate commercial grade construction adhesive to mount to surface (i.e. sheetrock, MDF, or other)
- **Column Covers** – Black Organic can be roll formed for a minimum 12" diameter
- Water jet cutting, brake forming, and roll forming are just a few of the ways Black Organic can be customized by the contractor.